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The new oran is a first for kreon. kreon is known for its sleek designs and geometrical projects. This time, our designers chose to switch gears. Without losing sight of their basic principles of 'unity in design, simplicity in techniques, and precision in detail', kreon launches its first ornamental line.

The ornamental kreon oran line consists of pendant and ceiling luminaires. The luminaires are available in black and white, or in pure materials such as bronze. The mouth-blown bulbs come in three shapes, round or cone-shaped, or in alabaster. The pendant is optionally covered by a lampshade. Oran can be used in hospitality, residential, retail, or office space.

Oran

Kreon oran is available as a pendant. It is available in 3 shapes – glass sphere or glass long ampoule or the alabaster cube. You have a choice of black or white finish. Pendant can be recessed mounted or surface mounted to the ceiling with or without shadow gap. CCT choice of 2700k and 3000K, CRI90. Multiple dimming options available.
Oran kap
kreon oran kap comes in 3 shapes – glass sphere, glass long ampoule or the alabaster cube. Oran Kap comes with a shade. These shades are available in black or white with a unique choice of bottom colors that are available in white, black, grey or bronze. CCT choice of 2700k and 3000K, CRI90. Multiple dimming options available.

Oran Object
kreon oran object is a modern table lamp completing the style and functionality to your interior space. Oran object is available in 3 shapes – glass sphere, glass long ampoule or the alabaster cube. You have a choice of black or white finish. The Kap shade on the oran object is available with a unique choice of bottom colors – black, white, grey and bronze. CCT choice of 2700k and 3000K, CRI90. Multiple dimming options available.

Oran In-line
kreon oran in-line is recessed trimless into the ceiling with only the luminaire on the outside of the ceiling providing. Oran In-line is available in two shapes: glass sphere or glass ampoule. The louver is available in white, black, gun black or red satin copper. Oran has an 80mm diameter, CCT choice of 2700k and 3000K, CRI90. Multiple dimming options available.

To find out more about kreon oran, please visit https://www.kreon.com/en/international/lights/oran
or contact your regional sales manager at 201-298-4448.
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